
The comprehensive 3408 solution that every
safety-net provider should consider

Covered entities participating in the 34OB program often struggle with

the administrative burden and inventory control challenges inherent in

the program. You need to maximize potential 3408 pharmacy savings.

control 3408 management costs and establish the systems to ensure

tight operational execution.

Walgreens offers you our 3408 Complete* program - the most

comprehensive suite of 3408 services in the industry. You can count

on unparal leled pharmacy and compliance expert ise from your

Walgreens 3408 team, with a program structured to fit the specific

needs of your organization and the constituents you serve - all with

no upfront costs.

The solutions we deliver
Walgreens offers well-established, field-tested systems for safety net 340B

providers. These essential systems provide inventory control to help prevent

divergence and reporting capacity to demonstrate regulatory compliance.

. Broad pharmacy access: With 100+ years of pharmacy expertise and

aimost 8,000 points of care in our network, Walgreens offers unparalleled

pharmacy services in locations near where your constituents live and work.

. Experienced account management: Your Walgreens 3408 team is specially

trained to support you, starting with a full implementation process. We'll

support your daily operations, trending, and billing to help with compliance

and reporting.

. Superior technology: Our electronic accumulator shows you a complete audit

trail and eliminates any drug diversion. Through our client portal, you see

a complete pathway for all prescriptions to help ensure compliance.

Experience the Walgreens
3408 advantage
With Walgreens ranrking as your single source of
340B services, your organization experiences a
range of benefits:

. You'll pay no upfront drug csts to implement
your 3408 program with Walgreers

. Walgreens comprehensive solution hdps
you streamline vendor relationships,
maximize efficiencies and reduce
consultation fees.

. You and your constifuents experience unmatched
access through Walgreens 8,5(Xl points
of care.

. Our extensive third-party payer contracts
help you maximize revenue generation-
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3408 Complete'*

A robust, field-tested platform for your 3408 needs
Technology is at the center of Walgreens 3408 Complete services- Our system

accumulates data from sold prescriptions - those tied to an activity- rather than

adjudicated claims. The result is full tracking for all prescriptions and a superior

system for helping to ensure government compliance- We also employ an electronic
.lata interchange to the wholesaler in a closed system without human involvement,

reducing errors and enhancing compliance.

Through Walgreens 3408 Complete, you gain built-in advantages:

. Patient eligibility control

. 3408 benefit design flexibility

' A replenishment model that eliminates upfront costs for your organization

' Comprehensive reporting on all prescription and provider activity available

through our client portal

' Detailed reports for all medication replenishment ordering and receiving

' Exclusive documentation to meet all compliance needs and avoid costly

3408 penalties

At Walgreens, we're working across the entire healthcare landscape to find better

ways to deliver better care, and our 3408 Complete solution demonstrates that

commitment. When you work with Walgreens, your constituents will gain unmatched

access, and you'll gain a knowledgeable 3408 team emplo)nng superior technology

to deliver superior results-

Learn more about Walgreens 3408 Complete program
and how we can help you deliver better care a better way.
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